Testimonials
“I highly recommend Shanti Kai Essences. Although I’ve
tried Color Blend, I have no doubt on Jayme’s other
essences. She is a gifted healer. My husband has
neuroendocrine cancer and I have tried Color Blend
essences on him. He was feeling pain in his stomach and
back on Tuesday which he didn’t feel in a long time so I
sprayed all the Color Blend essences on him and the next
day the pain went away. On Thursday we went to see the
doctor and he said everything seems to be okay, he said to
just wait and see. Today is Sunday and no pain! Thank you
Jayme! Highly, highly recommend your essences!”
~ Lorna, Hawaii
“On days where I’ve been tired or drained but still have so
much left to do, I’ve sprayed [Garnet Glow™ Essence] and
noticed a big shift. I felt more energized and alert, and
ready to continue tackling my to-do list. I love it!!”

Shanti Kai™ Essences are energetic tools specially
designed to promote overall balance and well-being.
They are highly complex vibrational infusions of
flowers, minerals, and color frequencies that work on
the body's energy field. At Shanti Kai™, we believe
that nature contains the vibrations we need to heal,
restore, replenish, and bring us back into alignment
with our optimum health. Vibrational Essences help
create balance, helping us release old patterns of
behavior and emotions, and to reach our highest
potential.
Dr. Jayme Jensen, owner and founder of Shanti Kai™, is
a holistic doctor with a background in biochemistry
and many years of experience as an intuitive in
alternative healing. Shanti Kai™ products are made
with the intention of helping others attain the highest
blessings of health, peace, and prosperity.

Shanti Kai™
Flower & Mineral Essences

Color Line

~ Alice, Software Developer, Texas
“[Golden Aura™ Essence] feels like a warm ray of light
every time I apply it. Very calming, very centering.“
~ Stephan, Musician, Boston
“I felt a very strong divine connection when using [Violet
White™ Essence] before doing some prayer work and
journaling. It really helped to lift my perspective to one
where everything that happens is a blessing and part of a
greater plan, something that I often “know” intellectually
but don’t always feel.”
~ Anna, Musician, Massachusetts
“[Indigo Light™ Essence] is my favorite essence! I work in
a high stress environment where everyone is constantly
negative and in my space. When I use this essence on my
third eye and base of skull it calms and grounds me. It
helps clear out all of the negativity around me and makes
me feel like my happy self. Also, the fragrance of this
essence is amazing too! At any given time this essence is
always in my purse. Absolute life saver!!
~ Caitlin

Dr. Jayme M. Jensen, NHD, ACCHT
Owner/Creator of Shanti Kai™
Essences are vibrational in nature and therefore do not pose the
threat of allergy or overdose. Our essences do contain small
amounts of essential oil to enhance sensory experience.

ShantiKai.com
808-634-6284
info@ShantiKai.com

The Science of Vibration...
The Art of Healing.™

Amethyst Light™
Divine Frequencies of Purple
Wisdom ~ Transformation ~ Divinity

Amethyst Light™ is the perfect
essence when seeking Spiritual
Transformation, Divine Healing,
Wisdom, or the Mystic Experience.
Use when doing healing, meditation
or prayer work, or when needing to
forgive or move into compassion. It
can also be used when calling on the
presence of Archangel Zadkiel, the
Angel of Mercy and Forgiveness—
virtues which enable deep spiritual
transformation.
Contains 20 flower & gemstone vibrations Amethyst, Purple
Sapphire, Purple Crown Flower

Emerald Light™
Healing Frequencies of Green
Rejuvenation ~ Working with Archangel Raphael
Green is the color of nature,
growth, regeneration and healing.
In mysticism, green light is
associated with Archangel
Raphael—the Angel of Healing, and
it relates to the Heart Chakra and
virtues of kindness and compassion.
Emerald Light™ is the perfect
essence to use for healing,
rejuvenation, to invoke the
presence of Archangel Raphael, and
to open and balance the Heart
Chakra.
Contains 14 flower & gemstone vibrations including:
Emerald, Green Sapphire, Green Orchid

Shanti Kai™ Color Line
Garnet Glow™
Frequencies of Radiant Red
Action, Motivation, Passion ~ Forgiveness & Atonement
The Color Red is full of energy. It
brings presence and radiance, draws
attention, and signals action. In
Christian Mysticism, it is the Blood of
Christ which atones for and purifies
all inequity, thereby allowing you to
be born again and liberated from
your past. In Eastern Mysticism, red
relates to the Root Chakra, and thus
relates to your presence or sense of
being grounded and connected to the
Earth. Garnet Glow™ helps bring
energy and strength, alleviate fears, and may help you to stay
grounded while moving forward. It may help you gather the
energy or impetus needed to start a project, or help you
establish the energetic presence needed to draw attention to
a cause or function.
Contains 16 flower & gemstone vibrations including:
7 types of Red Garnet, Rio Red Diplodenia

Golden Aura™
Christ Consciousness ~ Pranic Light Bath
Energy Shield
Golden Aura™ works to enhance
Prana or Life Force Energy,
strengthening and balancing the
energy field. It helps with balancing
the Solar Plexus Chakra where stress,
tension, and other stored emotion
can block the flow of energy to other
vital parts. It increases light flow
from the 12th Chakra and beyond
(where the Christ Consciousness
resides), thereby strengthening and
enhancing your organic energy and
access to unconditional love and acceptance.
Contains 27 flower & gemstone vibrations including:
Yellow Chrysoberyl, Yellow Tourmaline, Golden Shower Tree

Indigo Light™
Access Higher Consciousness
Intuition and Meditation ~ Clearing Third Eye Clutter
Indigo relates to the Third Eye Chakra,
expansion, meditation, intuition, and
Cosmic Consciousness. Indigo Light™
may assist you in breaking free from
worldly distraction, clearing psychic
debris, cutting through third eye
clutter, and achieving states of
heightened intuition, awareness, and
expanded or higher states of
consciousness. Contains 11 flower &
gemstone vibrations including: Lapis,
Azurite, Honohono

Violet White™
Yoga, Meditation, Prayer Work
Raise Your Vibration ~ Creating a Vortex of Light
The perfect essence to use to keep
you connected into a pure and
positive space in the midst of every
day life, as well as in spiritual
practice—such as prayer, yoga, or
meditation. It may also be good to
help you lift out of low energy or
depleted states, and it may be used
as a room spray to raise the
vibrational state of a place or space.
Contains 11 flower & gemstone
vibrations including: Kalanchoe,
Moon Cactus, Zinnia

White Light™
Frequencies of White Light
Purification ~ Rebirth ~ New Beginnings
There is no better essence for new
beginnings, fresh starts, or for
experiencing rebirth, renewal, and
total purity. White Light™ helps with
opening up your energy to an influx
of new inspiration, stimulation, and
experience. It is also a great tool for
those who are healing or working as
healing practitioners. Vibrational
Infusions of Frequencies of White
Light

